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New dispersiveLNN force and s-shell hypernuclei
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Variational Monte Carlo calculations for the ground- and excited-state binding energies ofs-shell hypernu-
clei using a new form of dispersive spin-dependent noncentralLNN force have been made to study its effect
on the overbinding problem ofL

5He and on the spin dependence ofLN force. A detailed analysis shows that
the strength of the dispersiveLNN force can be adjusted to resolve the overbinding problem using two-body
correlations alone. Consequently, the ambiguity in the strength of the dispersiveLNN force masks the effect
of 2p-exchangeLNN force andLNN correlations on the data. The contribution of the dispersive force to the
01-11 spin-flip splitting ofA54 hypernuclei is not uniquely determined. FurtherBL data favor a small spin
dependence of theLN potential, a situation characteristically similar to other versions of dispersiveLNN
potentials.@S0556-2813~99!05105-5#

PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a, 14.20.Jn, 13.75.Ev, 21.10.Dr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort has been put into analyzing the bi
ing energy and other properties of nuclear few-body syste
through various methods@1–6#, e.g., the Fadeev method
variational Monte Carlo~VMC! method, coupled cluste
method, Green function Monte Carlo~GFMC! method, etc.
Recently, the cluster Monte Carlo technique@7# has been
extended and applied for analyzingBL of the p-shell hyper-
nucleus L

17O. This has also been used to analyzeL
5He by

Usmani@8#.
For light systemsA<4 ~where A represents the mas

number!, the nuclear binding energy has been obtained q
reliably using the VMC technique. The results of these c
culations are in agreement with the so-called exact GF
analysis @5#. Consequently Bodmer and Usmani@9# ~BU!
have used the VMC technique to evaluate the energy ex
tation values ofs-shell hypernuclei. They have been succe
ful in giving a satisfactory account of theBL data ofs-shell
hypernuclei andL binding to infinite nuclear matter with th
phenomenological, central, two-pion exchange Urbana t
LN force and three-bodyLNN forces. Two-pion exchange
and strongly repulsive phenomenological ‘‘dispersive’’-ty
three-bodyLNN forces were chosen. The dispersive-ty
LNN force arises from projecting outS, D,..., etc., degrees
of freedom from a coupled channel formalism. The oth
one, arising due to the mediation of two-pion exchange
said to be a genuine one. For a ready reference, theLN and
LNN forces used earlier are reproduced in the text.

For the relatives state, the central two-body Urbana-typ
LN potential, having the same form for the singlet and tr
let spin state, is given as

*On leave from Department of Physics, Jamia Millia Islam
New Delhi-110 025, India.
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ṼLN5V2p5V02F V̄2
1

4
Vs~sL•sN!GTp

2 , ~1.1!

where

V05W0F11expS r 2R

d D G21

with W052137 MeV, R50.5 fm, andd50.2 fm. Tp is the
one-pion exchange~OPE! tensor potential shape modifie
with a cutoff,

Tp5F11
3

x
1

3

x2G S e2x

x D ~12e2cr2
!2, ~1.2!

where x50.7r and c52 fm22. The spin-average (V̄) and
spin-dependent (Vs) strengths, which contribute to the po
tential energy of theL hypernucleus, are given in terms o
singlet and triplet strengths:

V̄5
1

4
Vs1

3

4
Vt , Vs5Vs2Vt .

Vs does not contribute for a zero-spin core nucleus. T
value of Vs which is to be determined is positive and co
sistent with hypernuclear spins. Two types of dispers
LNN forces consistent with the meson-exchange mo
were considered. These are spin independent:

VLNN
D 5WTp

2 ~r 1L!Tp
2 ~r 2L!, ~1.3a!

as well as spin dependent~Fig. 1!

VLNN
DS 5VLNN

D F11
1

6
sL•~s11s2!G . ~1.3b!,
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These have a repulsive contribution for all relative distan
of LN pairs in the triadLNN, thus leaving little room for
LN or LNN correlations to alter its sign. The expectatio
values for the spin factor within the square bracket in E
~1.3b! for s-shell hypernuclei are listed in Table I. The two
pion exchange~TPE! LNN force ~Fig. 2! for s-shell hyper-
nuclei with an appropriate cutoff is

VLNN
2p 5Cp@11~3 cos2 u21!Tp~r 1L!Tp~r 2L!#

3Yp~r 1L!Yp~r 2L!, ~1.4!

where cosu5r̂1L•r̂2L , Tp is the same as given above exce
thatc is replaced byĉ for the cutoff parameter. The Yukaw
function is

Yp~r !5
e2mr

mr
~12e2 ĉr 2

!, m50.7 fm21. ~1.5!

The value ofĉ52 fm22 and Cp52 MeV were chosen. The
first term in the square bracket of Eq.~1.4! is central and
weakly repulsive, whereas the angle-dependent second
makes a repulsive contribution for asymptoticL distances
and it is strongly attractive for small distances. The prese
of a three-body correlation may make its overall contribut
@9# attractive or repulsive.

The three-bodyLNN correlations were chosen to be
the form

f LNN5 f LNN
D f LNN

2p , ~1.6!

where

FIG. 1. The dispersiveLNN interaction of Ref.@9# associated
with suppression of the TPELN potential arising from modifica-
tions of the intermediateS, N, . . . by the medium~a second
nucleonN2!.
s

.

t

rm

e

f LNN
D 512aỸ~r 1L!Ỹ~r 2L!

and

f LNN
2p 512bz

with

z5~3 cos2 u21!Ỹ~r 1L!Ỹ~r 2L!.

Ỹ(r ) are the Yukawa functions as defined earlier but with
difference that range (m̃) and cutoff (c̃), along with the cor-
relation strengthsa andb, are treated as variational param
eters.

The main conclusions of their analysis were that the c
tral and spin-dependent dispersiveLNN force ~1.3b! con-
tributes to the 01-11 spin-flip splitting ofA54 hypernuclei
. 1

3 less than the one obtained with spin-independent dis
sive LNN force and data favors weakly spin-dependentLN
potential.

The dispersiveLNN force used by BU is phenomenolog
cal in nature and is motivated from theNNN potential used
by the Urbana group@10# in the analysis ofs-shell nuclei and
nuclear matter. The three-bodyLNN potential employed in
the recent work ofBL analyses@7,8# of hypernuclei is of the
same nature as suggested by BU.

Not too long ago a dispersive spin-dependent noncen
LNN force vLNN

DSN @vide Eq. ~2.3! in the next section# has
been derived by Gal@11# whose radial and spin-isospin de
pendence is radically different from the one used in the
erature. The presence of the tensorial term makes its sp
behavior highly nonlinear. This force vanishes identically f

FIG. 2. The two-pion exchange diagram generating theLNN
interaction. Wavy lines denote the one-pion exchangeLN↔SN
potential.
en in
TABLE I. BL, effective potential strengths and expectation values of spin/spin-isospin factors giv
Refs.@9# and @11#. TheB, values forL

4H2L
4He andL

4H*2L
4He* are the average of the two.

Hyper-
nuclei

BL

~MeV!
VA

~MeV! Jp; T

Expectation values of spin-isospin
and spin factors given in

Ref. @11# Ref. @9#

L
3H 0.1360.05 V̄11/2Vs

1/21; 0 1/3 1/3

L
4H2L

4He 2.2260.04 V̄11/4Vs
01; 1/2 0 2

L
4H*2L

4He* 1.1260.06 V̄21/12Vs
11; 1/2 24/3 10/3

L
5He 3.1260.02 V̄ 1/21; 0 22 6
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ground state ofA54 hypernucleus whereas the one used
BU is nonzero. The expectation values~Table I! of the spin
isospin factors, Eq.~2.6! of the new force in the case ofL

5He
andA54 systems, are qualitatively different from those e
ployed in the earlier analyses, except forL

3H. The dispersive
LNN interaction of BU is repulsive everywhere for all th
systems considered, whereas the dispersive force of Gal@11#
for asymptoticL distances is repulsive forL

3H and attractive
for L

4H*2L
4He* and L

5He. Based on previous work, Gal ha
made an observation that a short-range correlation of
type f LNN

2p could easily reverse this behavior leading to
repulsive contribution forL

5He. In contrast, in the presen
work we have found that a short-range two-bodyLN corre-
lation changes the overall contribution of the dispersive fo
to repulsive for L

5He, thus enabling us to resolve th
overbinding problem without the three-body correlation.

In the present work, the VMC calculations for the ener
of A53,4,4* ,5 hypernuclei~where 4* represents the spin
flip excited state of theA54 hypernucleus!, using the new
form of the dispersiveLNN force, have been made wit
three objectives: to delineate the role of the central two-b
and three-body hyperon-nucleon correlations; to see in w
respect it differs from the other dispersive forces~1.3! with
regard to the overbinding problem ofL

5He; to examine its
contribution to the spin-flip excited state ofA54 systems
and to findVs , the spin dependence of theLN potential.
Initially, the calculation is performed with two-body correla
tions and later the role of three-body correlations have a
been explored to make the analysis comprehensive.

The two-body and three-body potentials as well as app
priate correlation functions, employed here are discusse
the next section. A general Hamiltonian and a brief pro
dure of the calculation of the energy ofs-shell hypernuclei,
using the VMC technique@5,9#, are discussed in Sec. III. Th
effect of theVLNN

DSN on the overbinding problem ofL
5He and

on the Vs along with the other results of our analysis a
discussed in Sec. IV, and Sec. V gives the conclusion.

II. POTENTIALS, CORRELATIONS, AND TRIAL WAVE
FUNCTIONS

A. Two-body NN potential

For the NN pair, we use the local central, spin-isosp
independent Malfliet-Tjon potential@12#:

VNN~r !5@7.39 exp~23.11r !22.93 exp~21.55r !#
\c

r
.

~2.1!
y

-

e

e

y
at

o

-
in
-

This potential, besides being simple, gives ground-state b
ing energies and rms radii for (3H, 3He) and 4H nuclei in
reasonable agreement with experiment@10,13# It also repro-
duces the corresponding data for the2H nuclei fairly well
with a slight adjustment in one of its strength paramete
The coefficient of the attractive part for2H is 3.201, appro-
priate toS51, I 50. The effect of the Coulomb interaction i
small and is neglected as was done earlier@9#.

B. Two-body LN potential

For theLN pair, the central and spin-dependent Urban
type TPE potential (e50.25)

VLN5~12e1ePX!ṼLN
0 , ~2.2!

consistent withLp scattering is employed.PX is the space

exchange operator andṼLN
0 has the definition given in Eq

~1.1!.

C. Dispersive and 2p-exchange three-bodyLNN potentials

DispersiveLNN interaction represents the effect of th
nuclear medium via a third baryon on the two-bodyLN
interaction@see Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. The propagation of the
intermediateSN pair occuring in the medium generate
these interactions. Gal@11# has derived the dispersive, spin
dependent, and noncentralLNN forces incorporating the ap
proximations: the dominant tensor term in the transition p
tentials is retained, the full OPE form is taken in th
intermediateNN and SN potentials, and assumption of th
same closure energy everywhere is made. The poten
when restricted to thes-shell hypernuclei, has the following
form:

FIG. 3. ~a! and ~b! Pion-exchange diagrams generating disp
sive LNN interactions. Wavy lines denote the one-pion exchan
VLNN
DSN5WY~r 1L!Y~r 2L!$Y~r 1L!T2~r 1L!@T~r 2L!~3 cos2 u1L221!21#

1Y~r 2L!T2~r 2L!@T~r 1L!~3 cos2 u2L121!21#%
1

9
t1•t2~s1•s21sL•S12!, ~2.3!
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where angleu iL j has the same definition asu in Eq. ~1.4!, the
tensor radial shapeT(r ) and Yukawa functionY(r ) modified
with a cutoff are

T~r !5F11
3

x
1

3

x2G~12e2 ĉr 2
!, ~2.4!

Y~r !5
e2x

x
~12e2 ĉr 2

! ~2.5!

with x5mpr and S125(s11s2)/2. The expectation value
@11# of the spin-isospin factor

1

9 (
i , j

A21

@t1•t2~s1•s21sL•S12!# ~2.6!

for s-shell hypernuclei are listed in Table I for comparis
along with those of Ref.@9#. It may be noted that the spatia
part of theLNN force ~2.3! is noncentral, a feature resem
bling the two-pion exchange force~1.4!. Thus, it is not un-
likely that VLNN

DSN may simulate the behavior ofVLNN
2p . Two-

pion exchangeLNN force @14# Eq. ~1.4!, averaged over the
spin-isospin fors-shell hypernuclei, is used in the prese
work.

D. Correlated wave functions

The calculation ofL-seperation energy through the vari
tional principle requires the choice of a good trial wave fun
tion. This is constructed from a product of two- and thre
body correlation functions as

c~A!5H )
i 51

A21

f LN~r iL! )
i , j

A21

f NN~r i j ! )
i , j

A21

f LNN~r i j L!J x~A!,

c~A21!5H )
i , j

A21

f NN~r i j !J h~A21!, ~2.7!

where c (A), c (A21) are the wave functions of the hype
nucleus of mass numberA and of the corresponding cor
nucleus, respectively, andx (A) andh (A21) are the appropri-
ate spin functions.
t

-
-

The two-body correlation functionsf BN ~whereB denotes
L or N! are calculated using the procedure developed by
Urbana group and these are required to have the follow
asymptotic form:

f BN;r 2nBN exp~2kBNr ! ~2.8!

with the variational parameters appropriately chosen.
The three-bodyLNN correlations of the dispersive an

two-pion exchange-type used in the present work are

f LNN
DS 512a@Ỹ~r 1L!1Ỹ~r 2L!#z,

f LNN
2p 512bz, ~2.9!

where the symbols have meaning as explained above.
choice~2.9! is motivated to simulate the desired features
the three-bodyLNN forces.

III. HAMILTONIAN AND ENERGY CALCULATION

The Hamiltonian for the hypernucleus of mass numbeA
is given by

H ~A!5H ~A21!2
\2

2mL
¹L

2 1 (
i 51

A21

VLN~ iL!1 (
i , j

A21

VLNN~ i j L!,

~3.1!

where

VLNN~ i j L!5VLNN
DSN~ i j L!1VLNN

2p ~ i j L!

and

H ~A21!52
\2

2mN
(
i 51

A21

¹ i
21 (

i , j

A21

VNN~ i j ! ~3.2!

is the Hamiltonian of the core nucleus. TheL-separation
energy, with the wave functions and Hamiltonian of the h
pernucleus of mass numberA and the corresponding cor
nucleus of mass number (A21), is written as
gies,
d by an
TABLE II. Variational results forL
3H. ^T& and^VBN& are the expectation values of the total kinetic and total two-body potential ener

respectively.E6DE represents the total energy of the hypernucleus with the corresponding Monte Carlo error. The value marke
asterisk is that obtained using the dispersiveLNN correlation given by Eq.~4.1!. For all casescNN53.7 fm22, aNN51.60 fm, RNN

53.30 fm, cLN53.70 fm22, aLN51.60 fm, RLN53.30 fm, m̃50.7 fm22, c̃5 ĉ, andkNN50.27 fm21.

V3

~MeV!
W

~MeV!
Cp( ĉ)

~MeV! ~fm22!
kLN

~fm22! s a b
^T &

~MeV!
2^VBN&
~MeV!

^VLNN
DSN&

~MeV!
^VLNN

2p &
~MeV!

2E6DE
~MeV!

6.250 0.125 0~2! 0.07 1.0 0.00 0.0 16.06 18.38 20.030 0.0 2.35560.011
6.255 0.09 0~2! 0.07 1.0 0.00 0.0 15.97 18.30 20.024 0.0 2.34760.014
6.255 0.09 0~2! 0.07 1.0 0.25 0.0 15.87 18.20 20.021 0.0 2.35060.010*
6.250 0.125 0~2! 0.07 1.0 20.05 0.0 16.06 18.40 20.026 0.0 2.34960.014
6.250 0.125 0~2! 0.07 1.0 0.0 20.1 16.11 18.42 20.020 0.0 2.33360.017
6.255 0.085 2~2! 0.07 1.0 0.00 0.0 15.97 18.28 20.023 0.001 2.33260.019
6.255 0.085 2~2! 0.07 1.0 0.00 0.1 16.12 18.44 20.033 20.009 2.35960.009
6.255 0.085 2~2! 0.07 1.0 0.10 0.0 15.73 18.08 20.027 0.0007 2.36660.008
6.255 0.085 2~2! 0.07 1.0 0.10 0.1 15.90 18.19 20.037 20.018 2.34260.013
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TABLE III. Variational results forL
4H2L

4He. Same as for Table II but withcNN52 fm22, aNN50.6 fm, RNN51.3 fm, cLN52 fm22,
aLN50.8 fm, andkNN50.31 fm21.

V4

~MeV!
W

~MeV!
Cp( ĉ)

~MeV! ~fm22!
kLN

~fm22! s a b
^T&

~MeV!
2^VBN&
~MeV!

^VLNN
DSN&

~MeV!
^VLNN

2p &
~MeV!

2E6DE
~MeV!

6.183 0.125 0~2! 0.13 1.0 0.00 0.0 45.20 55.65 0.0 0.0 10.45360.021
6.188 0.090 0~2! 0.13 1.0 0.00 0.0 45.55 56.03 0.0 0.0 10.48360.020
6.188 0.090 0~2! 0.13 1.0 0.20 0.0 44.02 54.52 0.0 0.0 10.50160.021*
6.183 0.125 0~2! 0.13 1.0 0.05 0.0 45.53 55.96 0.0 0.0 10.43060.029
6.183 0.125 0~2! 0.13 1.0 0.00 0.1 45.37 55.80 0.0 0.0 10.43760.028
6.190 0.085 2~2! 0.12 1.0 0.00 0.0 43.84 54.18 0.0 0.084 10.25660.152
6.190 0.085 2~2! 0.12 1.0 0.10 0.0 43.74 54.22 0.0 20.060 10.54060.026
6.190 0.085 2~2! 0.12 1.0 0.00 0.2 44.21 54.58 0.0 20.132 10.50060.040
6.190 0.085 2~2! 0.12 1.0 0.10 20.1 44.38 54.86 0.0 0.038 10.44660.025
-
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th
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n

2BL5LEA2E~A21!5
~c~A!uH ~A!uc~A!!

~c~A!,c~A!!

2
~c~A21!uH ~A21!uc~A21!!

~c~A21!,c~A21!!
.

~3.3!

TheBL is expressed in term of potential parametersVA ~de-
fined in Table I!, W, Cp , ĉ apart from the variational param
eters. The estimate for the energyLEA or E(A21) were made
for 100 000 points. The hypernuclei included in the analy
and theirBL data along with other relevant information a
given in Table I. TheBL for L

4H2L
4He andL

4H*2L
4He* are

the average values of the two specimens.
The general procedure for calculating the energy using

VMC technique is as follows: For a chosen set of poten
parameters the variational parameters corresponding to
and three-body correlations involved in the wave funct
are varied to optimize the energy of each hypernucleus.
potential parameters are changed until the optimum ene
consistent with the experimental value2BL is obtained.
Variational parameters inf NN for A53,4,4* ,5 hypernuclei
were kept fixed at the optimum values~vide Table captions
in Ref. @9#!, as experience has shown, these are not expe
to change significantly from those of the bare core nuclei
the case off LN , variational parameterkLN alone was varied
for all the hypernuclei while other parameterscLN , RLN ,
and aLN were fixed at their optimum values@9#, because a
s

e
l
o-

e
gy

ed
n

slight variation of these do not alter the minima of the e
ergy. In the absence of any theoretical estimate of
strengthW of VLNN

DSN , it is treated as a phenomenologic
parameter. Therefore,W is adjusted from a fit toBL of L

5He
where the needed two-bodyLN part V5 is fixed at V̄
56.1560.05 MeV, a value determined fairly well fromLp
scattering@9# data. The other systems were used to calcu
V3 , V4 , and V4* which in turn led to the determination o
Vs . A detailed analysis@15# indicates the choice of the 2p-
exchange three-body potential parametersCp( ĉ)
52(2) MeV~fm22! to be the most favorable option, there
fore, for the sake of academic interest and completenes
the analysis, the effect ofVLNN

2p on the contribution ofVLNN
DSN

to BL is also examined.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The BL data of s-shell hypernuclei using the two-bod
LN potential~2.2! and the new dispersiveLNN force ~2.3!
with or without VLNN

2p are analyzed. These two cases a
discussed below separately. Only selected results with ap
priate combinations of the optimum variational paramet
which yield theL-binding energies close to the experimen
one are shown in the tables.

~i! Cp50 case. Initially, a hypernuclear wave functio
consisting of the purely central two-bodyLN andNN corre-
lations ~i.e., a5b50! were used and it was found thatBL

data are explained forW50.09 MeV. It may be remarked
TABLE IV. Variational results forL
4H*2L

4He* . Same as for Table III.

V4*
~MeV!

W
~MeV!

Cp( ĉ)
~MeV! ~fm22!

kLN

~fm22! s a b
^T &

~MeV!
2^VBN&
~MeV!

^VLNN
DSN&

~MeV!
^VLNN

2p &
~MeV!

2E6DE
~MeV!

6.140 0.125 0~2! 0.09 1.0 0.00 0.00 39.76 49.50 0.708 0.0 9.03660.145
6.130 0.090 0~2! 0.09 1.0 0.00 0.00 38.94 48.80 0.463 0.0 9.38760.043
6.130 0.090 0~2! 0.09 1.0 0.10 0.00 39.17 49.82 0.516 0.0 9.33460.042*
6.140 0.125 0~2! 0.09 1.0 20.15 0.00 39.32 49.14 0.456 0.0 9.36060.030
6.140 0.125 0~2! 0.09 1.0 0.00 20.15 39.43 49.28 0.492 0.0 9.35960.035
6.140 0.085 2~2! 0.08 1.0 0.00 0.00 38.11 47.78 0.451 0.032 9.19160.138
6.140 0.085 2~2! 0.09 1.0 20.05 0.00 38.94 48.84 0.422 0.076 9.40160.026
6.140 0.085 2~2! 0.09 1.0 0.00 20.15 39.43 49.28 0.335 0.119 9.39860.032
6.140 0.085 2~2! 0.08 1.0 20.05 20.10 37.54 47.28 0.250 0.127 9.36760.046
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TABLE V. Variational results forL
5He. Same as for Table II, but withcNN51 fm22, aNN50.5 fm, RNN51.0 fm, cLN52 fm22, RLN

51 fm, aLN50.8 fm, andkNN50.304 fm21.

V5

~MeV!
W

~MeV!
Cp( ĉ)

~MeV! ~fm22!
kLN

~fm22! s a b
^T &

~MeV!
2^VBN&
~MeV!

^VLNN
DSN&

~MeV!
^VLNN

2p &
~MeV!

2E6DE
~MeV!

6.15 0.125 0~2! 0.105 0.9 0.00 0.0 82.20 118.04 2.425 0.0 33.41260.202
6.15 0.090 0~2! 0.125 1.0 0.00 0.0 87.20 123.70 2.172 0.0 34.33160.092
6.15 0.090 0~2! 0.125 1.0 0.35 0.0 88.19 124.75 2.139 0.0 34.41860.098*
6.15 0.125 0~2! 0.105 0.9 20.10 0.0 83.27 119.18 1.598 0.0 34.30860.083
6.15 0.125 0~2! 0.105 0.9 0.00 20.2 86.65 122.29 0.594 0.0 35.04260.107
6.15 0.085 2~2! 0.135 0.9 0.00 0.0 86.67 123.32 2.141 0.224 34.28960.074
6.15 0.085 2~2! 0.135 0.9 20.10 0.0 87.52 123.66 1.268 0.495 34.42760.045
6.15 0.085 2~2! 0.135 0.9 0.00 20.05 88.63 125.15 1.776 0.343 34.37760.058
6.15 0.085 2~2! 0.135 0.9 20.10 20.05 88.84 124.91 1.026 0.578 34.46360.054
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that freedom in choosingW might have simulated the effec
of VLNN

2p in the analysis. A further increase inW decreases
the energy of the systems, while forL

3He a marginal increase
is noticed. The important point to note is that two-body c
relation is capable of making an overall contribution ofVLNN

DSN

to the repulsive value forL
5He and the attractive value fo

L
3H. The results are presented in Tables II–V. Although
LN potential and the dispersiveLNN force with two-body
correlations appear to be adequate to explain the data,
ertheless the effect ofLNN correlations has also been inve
tigated in light of comments made earlier@9,11#. Therefore,
in the hypernuclear wave function, the simplest central c
relation for the dispersiveLNN force of the form@16#

f LNN
D 512aỸ~r 1L!Ỹ~r 2L!, ~4.1!

was included along with two-bodyf LN and f NN correlation
functions. Despite that the binding energy data is explai
for W50.09 MeV ~see Tables II–V!, the correlation~4.1!
has little effect on the wave function consisting of two-bo
correlations alone. This is not unexpected in view of t
inflexible choice of the three-body correlation.

The remaining results quoted in the tables correspon
the more appropriate form@17# of theLNN correlationf LNN

DS

@Eq. ~2.9!#, which may be simulating broad features
VLNN

DSN . The effect off LNN
2p is also explored onVLNN

DSN , though
it was primarily designed for theVLNN

2p force. The inclusion
of f LNN

2p with f LNN
DS 51 has an effect on̂VLNN

DSN& similar to
that of f LNN

DS with f LNN
2p 51. The contribution ofVLNN

DSN sig-
-

e

v-

r-

d

e

to

nificantly reduces in the presencef LNN
DS or f LNN

2p , compared
to the case whena50 or b50, and consequently,W is
increased to 0.125 to explain theBL data.

Since the strengthW of the dispersiveLNN force is not
constrained by the theory, the appropriate two-bodyLN cor-
relations seem to be the only ingredient necessary for
plaining theBL data within the VMC framework. Therefore
it seems premature to make a definite comment about
role played byLNN correlation functions until the arbitrari
ness in choosing the strengthW in explaining the data is
removed.

~ii ! Cp( ĉ)52(2) MeV~fm22!. The motivation for
studying the effect ofVLNN

2p on the data, apart from the aca
demic one, is to see how its presence modifies the disper
strength to explain the data. The last four entries (Cp

52 MeV) in Tables II–V give the variational results withou
and withLNN correlations.

Variation ofBL with VA , W, andCp shows trends which
are somewhat similar to those found by BU. In general,BL

increases withVA but VLNN
DSN reduces the energy for all th

hypernuclei considered, except in the case of the hypertr
where it helps in binding. This behavior is exhibited becau
noncentralVLNN

DSN may give an appropriate correlation wit
either the repulsive or attractive contribution to the ener
depending on the relative distances in the triadLNN. Such
is the situation for noncentralVLNN

2p in the case ofL
3H and

L
4H. For systemsA54* and 5 the energieŝVLNN

DSN& are re-
pulsive and̂ VLNN

2p & takes the attractive or repulsive value f
A54. The introduction off LNN

DS and/or f LNN
2p significantly

reduces the repulsive contribution^VLNN
DSN& and increases tha

of ^VLNN
2p &. However, f LNN

2p has the opposite effect fo
TABLE VI. The LN spin dependences, along with the values ofVA , W, Cp , andĉ consistent with the experimentalBL for dispersive

spin-dependentLNN forces. HereV55V̄56.15 MeV. The results marked by an asterisk correspond to the calculations done withf LNN
D ,

given by Eq.~4.1!.

Cp( ĉ)
~MeV! ~fm22!

W
~MeV!

V3

~MeV!
V4

~MeV!
V4*

~MeV!
Vs

(3)

~MeV!
Vs

(4)

~MeV!
Vs

(4* )

~MeV!

0~2! 0.125 6.250 6.183 6.140 0.200 0.132 0.129
* 0(2) 0.090 6.255 6.188 6.130 0.210 0.152 0.174

2~2! 0.085 6.255 6.190 6.140 0.210 0.160 0.135
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L
4H*2L

4He* and L
5He, i.e., repulsion is slightly increased

^VLNN
DSN& and^VLNN

2p & are found to become progressively mo
repulsive with increasingA. The contribution ofVLNN

2p is too
small to account for the overbinding ofL

5He. The dominant
repulsion is provided byVLNN

DSN making it an important com-
ponent of the potential energy in reducing the overbinding

L
5He. Further analysis shows that strengthW in the presence
of Cp has to be reduced to fit the data.

The spin-dependent componentVs of the LN force has
been deduced for each relevant hypernuclei using stan
relations and is listed along withW, VA , Cp in Table VI. The

LN spin-dependent strengthsVs
(3) , Vs

(4) , and Vs
(4* ) , are

generally of the same order as those found in the prev
analysis@9#. The spin dependence ofVLNN

DSN in the presence o
Cp( ĉ)52(2) MeV~fm22!, contributes;30% to the 01-11

splitting of 1.1 MeV between the ground and spin-flip e
cited state ofA54 hypernuclei, while forCp50 its contri-
bution varies approximately between 45 and 70%. Thus
present, the contribution of the spin-dependent disper
force to the spin-flip excited state cannot be determin
uniquely until the precise information about the strength
the dispersive force is not available, and it is also sensitiv
whetherVLNN

2p is included or not.
-
in

-
tts
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f

rd
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at
e
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to

V. CONCLUSION

From the discussion given above we find that the n
dispersive spin-dependent noncentral three-bodyLNN force,
derived by Gal@11#, is as effective in interpretingBL data as
the one used by BU. However, we may remark that unl
the strength of dispersiveLNN force is not constrained by
the theory, the appropriate two-bodyLN correlation func-
tions are enough to explain theBL data and consequently
the importance of the role of three-body correlations and
2p-exchangeLNN force cannot be ascertained; the fracti
of the amount of the splitting of 1.1 MeV between th
ground and spin-flip excited state ofA54 hypernuclei due to
spin-dependence dispersiveLNN interaction is not uniquely
determined. Further, the version of dispersiveLNN force
used here favors small spin dependence for theLN potential
in explaining the data.
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